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Improved visibility, 
greater efficiency

Container Handling

Reach Stacker

vision solutionsvision solutions

Harbour and shipping premises are important links in 
the logistics chain, and these links can be critical for 
the efficient flow of goods. This means that the speed 
at which you can move and stack containers is crucial. 
Although the capacity of your reach stackers or empty 
container handlers is key, the driver’s view is also an 
important factor. The driver needs a clear view of the 
position of the containers, a clear view of the twist 
locks in the spreader and a clear view of the container 
handler’s immediate surroundings. 

Orlaco’s special camera and monitor systems for 
container handlers give you the optimum view.

Driving safely
Concentration is a given when moving container handlers; vehicles and people can cross your path at any time in harbours 
and other logistics areas. Orlaco offers vision solutions that make it easy for you to keep an eye on the area immediately 
around the container handler. You can combine a range of vision systems with just one monitor; if you use a rear view 
system, for example, then the camera is automatically switched on or off if you change direction when driving.

Empty Handler

Container Handling

Picking up and storing containers requires precision, 
but the distance and the dimensions means that the 
view of the twist lock position in the spreader is re-
stricted. That’s an excellent reason for you to find out 
about vision solutions from Orlaco. We have devel-
oped a camera and monitor system that lets the driver 
of the container handler work more quickly and more 
safely. The secret? A sharp view of all important lo-
cations inside and outside the driver’s field of vision. 
This is an extremely ergonomic solution, because the 
driver hardly has to move to be able to see; the moni-
tor in the cab is in his direct line of sight.

Optimum view 
of loaded containers

Handling 
empty containers

When it comes to moving and stacking empty contain-
ers, everything hinges on the optimum use of time and 
space. A mobile empty container handler means you 
can achieve a high level of productivity but, regard-
less of how important speed is, safety and due care 
must be guaranteed. The Orlaco camera and monitor 
systems facilitate optimum performance simply by giv-
ing the driver a sharp view of the container, the hook 
and the working location. Even if the containers are 
stacked high, the driver can rely completely on his Or-
laco monitor.
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Vision is our mission. Orlaco therefore deploys the development, manufacture, supply 
and service of camera and display systems that will improve the safety and efficiency of all 
vehicles, machinery and vessels. Our systems will give the end user a view on each blind 
spot and will create comfort and improved working conditions. Our active approach will 
support market demands and innovations and will lead to enthusiastic ambassadors in the 
market; our customers.
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Container Handling

Rearview

Paying close attention is required when maneuver-
ing forklift trucks and container handlers. People and 
vehicles will cross your path in shipping yards, ware-
houses and in harbors. Forklift trucks and container 
handlers are often driven backwards which creates 
physical stress for the driver. The dimensions of con-
tainer handlers and large forklift trucks confine the 
view behind the truck. Orlaco offers vision solutions 
that make it easy to keep an eye on the area sur-
rounding the truck. 

The Orlaco cameras are designed for rigorous appli-
cations. In all circumstances they give a sharp image. 
Even in minimal light the driver still has a good view of 
the area surrounding the truck. The monitor not only 
shows more, but also simplifies the drivers’ task.

RadarEyeRadarEye

RadarEye is an active Rearview system and is de-
signed to detect and see objects in zones obscured 
from the operator’s view. The pulsed-time-domain 
radar systems detect stationary as well as mov-
ing objects in a designated coverage area. With this 
rearview system the operator is actively warned with 
audible tones that increase in rate as objects come 
closer. When an object is detected this can been seen 
on the monitor and the operator can respond. This will 
prevent vehicle damage and damage to other equip-
ment due to backing accidents.

With a RadarEye System the radar units and the cam-
era are mounted on the back of the counterweight on 
a specially designed mounting bracket. The sturdy 
monitor comes with a fully adjustable clamp bracket 
that is mounted in the truck’s cabin. The radar units 
have a rugged design, are shockproof and have wa-
terproof housing.
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